Test Bearings
Two cylindrical roller bearing configurations shown in Fig. 2 designed and manufactured for high-speed turbomachinery applications were investigated. These were a channeled inner-ring bearing that used an inner-ring-guided cage ( Fig. 2(a) ) and a channeled outer-ring roller bearing that used an outer-land guided cage ( Fig. 2(b Theshaft speed (inner-ring speed) wasmeasured witha magnetic probe. Theball-pass frequency (cage speed) was measured withasemiconductor strain gauge mounted inacavity ofthehousing and was displayed onaspectrum analyzer.
Twothermocouples were assembled in theshaft sothatthecentrifugal force would push them against thetest bearing inner ring. Temperature readings were transmitted witharotating telemetry system mounted onanauxiliary shaft attheair turbine endofthetest machine. Outer-ring temperatures were obtained bytwothermocouples installed in thetest-bearing housing, onelocated 45°fromthecenter oftheradial loadzone ofthebearing andtheother positioned 180°fromthefirst. Foraccurate measurement ofoil-inand oil-out temperatures, thermocouples were placed directly inthehousing fittings of thelubricating jetsand intheoildischarge reservoir, asshown inFig.1.
Thechanneled inner-ring bearing design permitted lubrication through theinnerringby means of axialgrooves machined in thebore. Radial holes, 0.762-mm (0.030-in.) in diameter, radiating fromthebearing bore formed aflowpath forbearing lubrication. Thebearing inner-ring grooves andradial holes weredesigned sothat100percent of theoil supplied totheinner ringlubricated thebearing. Thisflowalsocooled theinner ring. Bearings withachanneled inner ring were lubricated through theinner ring, while bearings withachanneled outer ringwere lubricated withoiljets.
Lubricant
The lubricant used for the parametric studies was neopentylpolyot _tetra) ester. This Type II oil is qualified to the MIL-L-23699 specifications and also to the internal oil specifications of most major aircraft engine manufacturers. The major properties of the lubricant are presented in Table 2 .
RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION
Life Analysis
The computer program SHABERTH (15) was used to calculate the contact (Hertz) stresses and life of the test bearings.
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 3 . All computations were made with temperatures resulting from a lubricant flow rate of 0.76 f/min (0.20 gal/min) with no outer-ring cooling.
The measured innerand outer-ring temperatures were used for these calculations. The effect of speed on the maximum Hertz stress for the inner and outer races is shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 3 .
For both the 667 N (150 lbf) and 1334 N (300 lbf) radial loads, the outer-race stresses increase with speed, whereas the inner-race stresses remain relatively unchanged. The outer-race stress, because of centrifugal effects, exceeds that of the inner race. The bearing becomes outer-race life dependent, that is, with speed, the components having the highest probability of failure shifts from the inner race to the outer race. Table 3 and Fig. 4 At the flow rate of 1.9 t/min (0.50 gal/min), the power loss was 1.4 kW (1.9 hp) at 50,000 rpm and 3.0 kW (4.0 hp) at 72,000 rpm.
The predicted power loss (Fig. 7(b) ) showed the same trend as the experimental data but was higher than that measured mechanically or thermally.
The differences between the measured and predicted losses were reasonably consistent. At 50,000 rpm, the difference between the power loss measured thermally and that calculated ranged from 0.4 to 0.8 kW (0.5 to 1.1 hp). At 70,000 rpm, this difference was -0.8 kW (1.1 hp).
Effect of Speed
The effects of speed on bearing temperature, power loss and cage speed ratio were studied for cylindrical roller bearings with raceway channels on inner rings or outer rings (Fig. 2) . Radial loads of 667 N (150 lbf) and 1334 N (300 lbf) were applied. Speed was varied from 50,000 to 72.000 rpm. The oil-inlet temperature was held constant at 121°C (250°F). Figure  8 shows the effect of bearing outer-ring cooling on inner-and outer-ring temperatures. In these tests, the outer-ring cooling was used to match the inner-and outer-ring temperatures. In Fig. 9 In contrast, at 1334 N (300 lbf) radial load, the cage speed ratio is close to the epicyclic speed ratio and varies only slightly with speed.
Cage slippage in the channeled outer-ring bearing is greater at all conditions. This effect may be attributed to the pooling of oil in the outer raceway channel. At 1334 N (300 lbf) radial load, as the shaft speed is increased, the cage speed ratio greatly decreases. This is shown in Fig. 10(e) .
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
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